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Abstract

    Characteristics of stress field in and around the Taiwan region have been ana}yzed
based on focal mechanism solutions. Different types ofstress field are revea}ed ;n the
eastern coastal region along the Longitudinal Valley fault, and in Hualian and the
northeastern sea region. Based on the seismogenic stress field slrnulated from the three-

dimensional finite element model established in this study, t}}e conclusions are:

    (1) There is a compressive stress field in the WNW-ESE directien a}ong the
Longitudinal Valley fault, in the centra} and western region west ofthe Longitudiital Valley

fault, It is attributed to the compressive force in the VtiNW-ESE dlrection generated by the

collision movement between the ?hilippine Sea and the Eurasian p}ates. Shallow
earthquakes with reverse faultiRg type domlnate t}}e seismic activity along the fault. (2)

There is the northward-dippln.ff subduction zone of the Philippine Sea p}ate moving to the

Eurasian plate in tlie northeastern sea region off Hua}ian. A down-dip extensioRa} stress
field exists within the slab from tke surface to depth efabout 200 km, which results from the

gravitational force due to density difference between the slab and its surrounding, and the

therrnal stresses on the slab caused by the contact with a liot astlieiiosphere. At the depth of

about 30e km, the stress in the slab ckaRges from the down-dip extension too the down-dip

compression. It may come from the }ower compression ofthe strong materia}. The stress
fild medel explains why a tensile stress field in the N-S direction dominates in the shallow

part and the normal {"au}ting earthquakes occur there. (3) The Httalian region is located at

a cross of boundaries, i.e. the collision zone along the Longitudinal Valley fault and the

subduction zone under the northeastern sea region offLHualian, aRd is a kigh $eismical}y zone

as we}1 as a comp}ex stress pattern zone.

1. gntreductiost

    Taiwan is located along a convergent boundary between the Eaurasian and
Philippine Sea plates. 'I"he Philippine Sea plate is moving toward the Eurasian plate.
The relative convergence rate at T-aLiwan is about 6.8 cmlyr with an azimuth 31OO (Seno,

l977 and Pezzopane et al., 1989) (Fig. 1). The convergence movement between the
two p}ates causes the TaiwaR region to be one of the most tectonicaily and seismically

active regions in the world. Most large events concentrate in two regioRs ofTaiwan,

the Longitudinal Valley fault region and the Hualian region Iocated from the northem

part of Longitudinal Valley fault to the northeastern sea region off Hualian.
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    Fig. 1. Regional map showing major tectonic features in and around Taiwan.
           Longitudinal Valley fault is a main convergent boundary between the Philippine
           Sea plate and the Eurasian plate there. Large arrow means relative moving
           direction and rate of the Philippine Sea plate toward the Eurasian plate (from

           Pezzopane et aL, 1989).

    The Longitudinal Valley fault located along the eastern coast is the largest fault in

Taiwah, which is a convergent boundary between the Eurasian and the Philippine Sea
plates (Hsu, 1990). It stretches from Taidong in the southernend of the eastern coast,

through Fuli and Yuli regions of the central part of Taiwan to Hualian in the
northernend of the eastern coast. The fault region runs more than 150km in length

and from 2 to 7km in width. The thrust fault with a minor strike-slip component
trends toward N200E and dips to 700E (Yu et al, 1990, and Ho, 1986). The eastern

wall of the fault is the hanging wall. The Philippine Sea plate thus moves
northwestward and thrusts upon the Eurasian plate along the fault. In the Hualian

region and the northeastern sea region off Hualian, the Philippine Sea plate seems to

change the direction to the north (Wang, 1984). Many large earthquakes occurred in

and around Hualian region recently.
    The crustal movement along the Longitudinal Vailey fault has been investigated

by some authors. Crustal movements in the three regions, i.e. Taidong, Yuli and
Hualian, have been surveyed frequently using triangulation and leveling networks from
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Ng. 2. Horizontal crustal moverneiits along the Longitudinal Val}ey fault at
      Taidong, Yuli and Httalian regions (from Yu et al., l99e).

I983 to l988 (Yu, et ai., 1990). lrhe results show that the rate of reiative horizoRtal

motion between the Coasta} RaRge block and the Central Range block changes from 34
mmlyr ilt the N46eW direction at the Taidong region to 25 mm/yr in the N--S directlon

at the Hualian regioR. The rate at the Yuli region has an intermediate value of 33
mmlyr in N27"W (Fig. 2). Moreover, a significant vertical motion is observed ilt Åíhe

Yuli region. In the Coastal Range the rate ofuplifting is about 20 mm/yr, the largest

observed value along the Longitudinal Valley fault.

    In the IIan region to the north of the Kualian region (in the northeastem region of

Ta!wan), the crustal movement has been measured by triangulatiok and leveling
surveys. The main observation is the crustal subside by 20cm during the period
between 1920 and 1976 which is characterized by tensi}e strain field in the NW-SE

directiolt (Sheu, i987). The ve}tical crustal movement is quite different from that

along the Longitudinal VaHey fault.

    Earthquake foca} mechanisms and the seismogenie stress fieid in Taiwan were
presented by Tsai (1986) and Angelier et al. (1986). Seismicity iR Taiwan is probab}y

caused by the relative convergence between the Eurasian and Philippine Sea plates,

which produces crustal deformation in Taiwan.

    The studies as mentioned above are, however, rather qualitative. Thus, it is
necessary to lnvestlgate more quantitative correlations between the seismogenic stress

field and the crustal movement associated with the Philippine Sea plate. The focal
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l?ig. 3. (a) EpiceBtral distribution ofearthquakes occurred duriRg from 1900 to
      1985 (Mit5) in Taiwan regiolt. (b) Hypecentral distyibution on the
     vertlcal section along CP•Jlne shown in Fig. 3(a) jn the subduction zone in

     the northeastern sea region off Hualian.
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mechanism solutions ofshal}ow and intermediate-deep earthguakes have already been

determined and reported in the Taiwan regioR. fu order to reveal the quantitative

relation between the focal mechanism and plate movement, a two-dimeRslonal
numericai approach seems insufficient. A three dimensional finite element modeling

is, thus, empioyed to obtain more precise information with respect to the stat;oRary

stress regime in Taiwan reglon. In this study, the seismicity and mechanism soiutions

of earthquakes in Taiwan are analyzed at first. The seismogenic stress field in tke

Longitudinal Val}ey fault and the northeastern sea region off Kllalian are investigated.

Based on mechanism solutions of earthquakes, a model of seismogenic stress field in

Taiwan wlll be established by a three dimensional finite element method.

t

2. Characseristics of Seismicity astdi Mechknism SeRutieits of garSkgEsakes

    The epicentral distribution of, earthquakes (Ml5) in and arouRct Taiwan from
1900 to 1985 is showlt in Fig. 3. Data employed for the present study are as Åíollows:

(1) Seismologica} Cata}ogue ofChina (l831 B.C.-1969 AD.) (Gu et al., l983(a)) ; (2)

Seismological Catalogue ofChina (197g-l979) (Gu et a}., 1983(b)) ; (3) Seismological

Alrrianac ofChina in l982 (data from 1980 to 1982) (Group for Seismologica} Almanac

ofChina, l985). Characteristics oftempora} variations ofseismicity derived from the

above data represented strong seismo-tectonic relations between Taiwan region ancl

other regions in East Asia (Zhao et al., l990). Many shallow reverse Åíauiting events

whose depths are less thalt 70km occur along the Longitudinal Valley fault.
Intermedlate-depth earthquakes, however, occur beneath the Hualian and Åíhe
northeastern sea region off Nualian besides shallow earthquakes. A vertica} profile of

the hypocenters along the N-S direction in and around Hualian is shown in Fig. 3(b).

The deepest event occurred at the depth of 285km (Fig. 3(b)). Seismicity iR this
region clearly shows an north-clipping Wadati-Benioffzone in the BorÅíh of240N. This

wadati-Benioffzone has a thickness ofabout 60 km and begins to deepen along 24eN at

dip angle of 45e to 5eO. The leading edge reaches a depth of about 30g km at about

25.50N. The presence of this seismic zone implies that subduction of the Philippine

Sea plate ttnder the Eurasian plate extends from sogth to north in the noi"theastern sea

region of Taiwan.
    In order to c}arify characteristics of mechanisms of earthquakes in the Taiwan

region and its surroundings, the mechanism solutions of I03 large and moderate-size

earthquakes listed in Table 1 have been analyzed in thls study. The Harvard ceBtyoid

momenÅí tenser solutioRs (CMT) <for example Dziemonski et al., }983(a) and l983(b))

for earthquakes from l977 to l989 are used in this study. Some mechanism solutions

are used in this study reported by Yan et al., (l979), Zhuo et ai., (1983), WaRg et ai.,

(l985) altd lshikawa (l993). Methods to ana}yze properties oÅí focal mechanisms in
the subregions and their relationship with stress fieid are same as those used by Xu et a}.

(l988).

   Based on the orientations of principal compressional axes (P-axes), principal
tensile axes ( Er-axes) and null axes (N-axes) of shallow earthquakes in TalwaR, three

seismic active regions are defined as showR in Fig. 4, being the southeastern reglon
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Tab}e 1. List of eartkquake mechanismsolutions used hl t}lis study

Date
Origin
Time

Lat.
(oN)

Long.
(oE)

?ke.ptSi M N-axes
Az. Pl.

P-axes
Az. Pl.

T-axes
Az. PL
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Table l. List of eaythquake mechanlsmsolutions (continue)

Date
Origin
Time

Lat
(oN)

Long.
(eE)

?ke.pt)h M N-axes
Az. P}.

P-axes
Az. -Pi.

T-axes
Az. Pl.

'g1tiik111 lll liiliill ill.il il•11i, il•li 11 il•

lli

il11

li

llilkli li,li'liillili

*I:
 2:
 3;
 4:
 9:

Wang et al. (}985)
Yan et al (1979)
Zhuo et al. (l983)
Ishikawa (I993)
Kaivard CMT solutions (Dziemonski et al., 1983(a) and so •on)

ReÅí"

i5

29
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Epicentra} distribution ofeartkquakes with mechaRism selutions and three
seismic active regions related to the directioR tendency ofP-, T- and N-axes.

.They are southeastern (SE), eastern (E) and northeastern (NE) regions,
respectively.

(SE), the eastern region (E) and the northeastern region (NE) of "Iraiwan. II]he
southeastern reglon includes the main part of the Longitudinal Valley fault and the

southeastern sea region. The eastern region is a small one located in the eastern sea off

Taiwan near the cross of 122.50E and 24.ION. The northeastern region includes

Hualian, the northeastern region of Taiwan and the Rortheastern sea region off
Hualian.
    The Wulff's net projections on the lower hemispheres of the P- (circles), T-
(squares) and N-axes (crosses) ofmechanism solutlons ofearthquakes occurring in each

region are shown in Fig. 5. In the southeastern reglon (Fig. 5(a)), most of P- and N-

axes }ie horizontally iR the WNW-ESE and the NNE-SSW directions, respectively. T-

axes are in the vertical direction. The characteristics of the stress field in the

southeasÅíem region show that a horizontal compressive stress in the WNW-ESE
direction is dominant, which is identical with the relative movement direction between

the Philippine Sea and the Eurasian plates. [Irhe stress field iR the eastern region is

domlnated by a near N-S horlzonÅíal compression, where P-axes have somewhat rotated

northward compared to those ln the southeastern region of Iiaiwan (Fig. 5(b)). Four

mechanism solutions have Åíhe same characteristics as in the southeastern region, which
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Fig. 5. Projections on the XMulff's nets oflower hemisphere ofthe P-axes (circles),

      T-ar es (squares) and N-axes( crosses) ln the southeastern (a), the eastern

      (b) and the northeastern (c) regions, re$pectively.

show P-axes in the WNW-ESÅí or near E-W directions and T-axes in the vertical
direcÅíion. This can be considered that the compression force in the WNW-ESE
direction due to the Philippine Sea plate influences upon the eastern region.
Exceptionally one mechanism solution has P-axis in the NNE-SSW direction and T-axis

in the vertical directlon. Only shallow earthguakes shaliower than 70 km depth occur

in the SE and E regions as shown in Fig. 4. P-, T- and N-axes ofshallow earthquakes

in the northeastem region where a stibduction zone exists as mentioned above, however,

show different property from those for the other two regions. Most of the P-axes are

concentrated on the verticai direction and T--axes }ie horizentally in the N-S direction.

The stress field ln the shallow part ofthe northeastern region is dominated mainly by N-
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               a is Fig. 6. I)istribution of l'-• and T-axes on the veytical section along the AB line in Fig. 4.

S horizontal extension. This characteristic is similar to Åíhat in the shallow part ofthe

subduction zones with down-dip extensiona} stress field. The N-S profile distributions

ofP- and T-axes along the slab are show in Fig. 6(a) and (b). Orientations ofP-axes

tend to be perpendicular Åío the slab inclination (a) and orieRtations ofT-axes teftd to be

parallel to the slab inc}ination in the depth from the surface to the depth of 150km,

which impiies that a down-dlp extensioxxal stress field exists in the ttpper part of the

Benioff zoite in the northeass sea of the TaiwaR region. However, P- and T-axes of

mechanism soluÅíions of two deepest events occurring at 285km show a different
distributions with that in the shal}ower part. The P-axes are parallel to the slab (Fig.

6(a)) and the rlr-axes are perpendicular to the slab (Fig. 6(b)). This can be considered

that Åíhe stress field changes from a down-dip extension in the shallow part to a down-

dip compressioR in the deep part of the slab, as it reaches 280km.
    Two tectoRic boundaries, the col}ision zone aloRg the I.ongitudlnal Va}ley fault

and the subduction zone located beneath the northeastern sea regioxx off Hualian, cross

at Hua}ian region.

g. 9iuekee EXeffxieees ltsffege}

    in order to study relationship among crustal deformation, seismicity, mechanism

so}ution, stress field and the tectonic movement in and around Taiwan, tectonic
deformation and stress field in the three-dimension are calculated using a finite elemettt

method.
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    A three-dimensional finite element method of eiastic theory is employed to deal

wigh a non-planar configuration of the collision between the Philippine Sea plate and

Eurasian plate along the Longitudinal Valley fault, and the subduction ofthe Philippine

Sea plate toward the Eurasian plaÅíe at the northeastern sea region off Hualian.

    The three-dimensional finite element model has been realized based on
hypocentrai dlstribution of earthquakes, and tectonics in the Taiwan region. The
horizontal projection of the finite mesh and taking X, Y and Z axes in a Cartesian

coordinate system are shown in Fig. 7(a). The Y coordinate coincides with the trend of

and partly along the Longitudinal Valley fault in the N200E direction (Yu et al. 1990,

Ho, 1986) as shown in Fig. 7(a). The southern boundary of the northeastern sea
region is identical with the southern boundary of subduction zone based on the
hypocentral distribution as shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b). The vertical projection of the

finite mesh along AA' in Fig. 7(a) is shown in Fig. 7(b). Based on depths of
intermediate-depth earthquakes after l936, the deepest finite mesh ofthe vertical profile

in the northeastern part of Taiwan is taken as 285 km. According to the hypocentral

distribution along the slab as shown in Fig. 3(b), the vertical projection of the finite

element mesh aiong BB' line in the subduction zone in Fig. 7(a) is shown in Fig. 7 (c).

In this model, isoparametric elements with eight nodes is adopted (Yoshioka and
ffashimoto, l989, Yoshioka et al., l989). The tota} numbers ofthe finite elements and

A

Z-"" ll'x

 a
Fig. 7
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Fig. 7. (a) Horizontal projectioR offiRite element mesh. (b) Vertical projection
   of fiRite element mesh along AA' line shown in (a). [rhe thick }ine shows

   the subduction zone in the northeastern sea region, which 2s made based

   oR the hypocentra} distributioR a}ong vertical projection. (c) Numerals

   from 1 to 5 correspond five materia!s to the Table 2.

Table 2. Material parameters

Rigidity (clynelcm2) Poisson's ratio Density clifference

ocean
crust

mantle wedge
slab

asthenosphere

e.5XlolE

3.2Xloii

4.7Å~loii

7.2Å~ loU

6.7Xloii

O.40

O.25

O.30

e.25

O.25

-o.ogee

-o.ogoe

-O.0245

 e.e667

  o.eooo

nodes used in this study are l46e and 1925, respectively.
    In the model, ocean, crust, mantle wedge, slab and asthenosphere Eayers are shown

by numbers frorn l to 5 in Fig. 7 (c), respectively. The material constants are given in

Table 2. Material property is considered te belong to the elastic medium in this study.
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8. Main five tectonic forces adopted in this caiculation. They are : (a) a compression force
   in the azimuth 310e on the Longltudinal Val}ey fault (CF) and a northward ridge push

   force on the southern boundary oÅísubduction zone (RP) generated by the movement of
   Philippine $ea plate toward Euraslan plate. (b) A Regative buoyancy acting on the
   subduction zone (NB>, a northward ridge push foree (RP), a slab pull force exerted at

   the deeper part of the subduction zone (SP) and a thermal stress (TS).

Table 3. Stress 8oundaiy Conditions (unit: bar)

x y z

    1

CF 2
    3

239

248.5

177

-524
-499.3

-294

 o
237.8

l52.6

RP o -2oe o

TS e o l5e

    Stress boundary condition has been employed in the calculation of the model
established in the present study as shown in Fig. 8 and Table 3, which is derived from

the observed crustal deformation data in Taiwan by Yu et al. (1990).
    Several possible loads are proposed as follows and shown in Fig. 8(a) and (b).

    (l) A northwestward compressive force generated by relative movement of the
Philippine Sea plate to the Eurasian plate acting on the Longitudinal Valley fault in the

shal}ower five layers from the surface to the depth of 75km (CF in Fig. 8(a)). The

direction and strength of the compressive force probably change along the fault.

    (2) A negative buoyancy acting on the subduction slab beneath the northeastern
sea region offHualian due to the density contrast (NB in Fig. 8(b)), this is a body force.

    (3) A northward ridge push acting on the plate layer in southern boundary of

subduction zone generated by the evolution of the Philippine Sea plate (RP in Fig.
8(b)).



    (4) A slab pull force exerted at the deeper part ofthe subduction zone due to the

density contrast or the resultant of the pull force and the slab resistance (SP in Fig.

8(b)).

    (5> Upheaval thermai stresses in the subduction slab which may be caused by the

contact with a hot asthenosphere (TS in Fig. 8(b)).
    In calculation ofthree-dimensional finite element model, each ofthese five tectonic

forces is conducted respectively at first. A linear combination of the unitary calculated

results for the five forces is then operated. The latter result is compared with the

observed results until it coincides with the observed one.

4. CaRcuiated Results of Displacement and Stress Field

    Based on the three-dimensional finite element model and boundary tectonic
conditions as mentioned above, the caiculated results of the disp}acement and tectonic

stress field are described as follows, respectively.

4.1. DisPlacements
    The distributions ofthe calculated horizontal and verticai dispiacernent in Taiwan

are shown in Fig. 9 and Kg. 10, respectively. Figures (a), (b) and (c) indicate the

results at depths of 10km, 7ekm and 150km, respectively.
    In the shallow part from the surface to the depth of70 km in Taiwan, the horizontal
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displacements have a regularity as shown in F!g. 9(a) and (b). The displacement

directions rotate regularly from the NW-SE to the WNW-ESE direction from the
southern and middle segments of the Longitudinal Valley fau}t to the central and
western regions to west of the fault. The rates of horizontal displacement decrease

from the Longitudinal Valley fault to the central and western regions, which change

from about4cmlyr to I cm/yr. In this wide region the displacement field is control}ed

by northwestward compressive force generated by movement of the Philippine Sea plate

acting along the Longitudinal Valley fault. Although the compressive force acts only

on the crustal part in this calculation, the directiolt of horizonta} displacement does not

change down to the depth of 150 km and values ofdisp}acements decyease with depth.

    In the shalloW part of the northeastern sea region and northeastem region of
Taiwan, the direction distribution of horizontal displacements at the depth of IOkm

shows a gushing pattern from the blow part (Fig. 9(a)), the same pattem of the
distribution appears at the depth of 3e km which is the middle part of the slab. This

kind ofdistribution may be attributed to the negative buoyancy acting on the slab due

to the density contrast ofmediums and the thermal stress. When depth is greater Åíhan

30 km, the gushing pattem of horizonta} displacement distribution can not been seen in

the northeastern sea region off Hualiall.

    Figs.IO(a), (b) and (c) show Åíhe vertical displacement distributiolis aÅí the depth of

10km, 70km and 150km, respectively. According to the direction of the verÅíical
displacements, it is better to divided inte two regions to analyze regionalcharacteristics.
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One is a region from the Longitudinal Valley fault to the central afid western regions

located to west of the Longitadinal Vailey fault. The other region includes the
northern regien and the northeastern sea region off Hualian.

    Upheaval vertical displacements are simulated in the former region. The largest

vertical displacement with value of 3 cm appears along the Longitudinal VaHey fault.

The values of the vertical displacement decrease with distance away frem the fault frem

east to west (Fig. iO(a)). [E"he decrease of the vertical displacement is obviously

corresponding Åío the Philippine Sea plate acting along the Longitudinal Valiey fault.

The upheava! vertical displacements decrease in deep parts. At the depÅíh of l5e km,

tke valttes of the vertical displacement along the Longitudinal Valley fault are about

two thiyd of those at the depth of IOkm (Fig. 10(c)).
    The verÅíical displacement is interesting in the norÅíhem region ofTaiwan and the

northeastern sea region off Hualian. A subsidence vertlcal displacements appears in
the southern region ofthe subduction zone (Fig. 10(a), (b) and (c)), whose values are

from O to -2 cm in the depth of lO km. A upheaval vertical displacements, however, is

simulated iR the northern region ofTaiwan and the northern region ofthe subduction
zone beneath the liortheastern sea region. The value ofupheaval vertical displacemefit

is l6 cm in the ceBtral part of the subducting slab at the depth of lekm deep layer,

which is the largest one in the Taiwan region.
    The Iarge difference of the vertical di$placement is simulated in the sha}low part

(shallower than 50km) between the northern and the soutkern regions. At 150km
deep, the difference of vertical displacement decreases beÅíween the parÅí beneath the

southem region of subducting slab and the xxorthem regioxx and the northeastern sea

region off Huaiian (see Fig. IO(c)).

4.2. Stress ptiegel Patterws

    CalculaÅíed stress fieid patterns are shown in Fig. I1. Figures (a), (b) and (c)

show the results at the depths of lekm, 70 km and }50 km, respectively. The stress
field pattern is indicaÅíed by earthquake foca} mechanism on the Wulres net projections

(lower hemisphere).

    At the depth of lekm, large compressive stress appear aiong the Longitudinal
Valley fault in the Taiwan region, especially in the region between Yuli and Hua}ian.

The largest value of the compressive stress at tke depth of le km is about 200 bars in the

region between Yu}i and Hualian (Fig. H(a)). The stress fie2d along the Longitudinal

Valley fau}t shows a thrust faulting pattem, for which P-axes are in the WNW-ESE or

a!most E-W directions. The pattern is identical to observed results ofXu et al. (1989)

and the solutions previously discussed iR this paper. The stress in the'northeastern sea

region are less than that a}ong the Longitudina} Valley fault at the depth of lekm.

The stress field pattern there reveals a normal faulting type.

    Fig. H(b) and (c) show the distributions ofstress field at the depths of70 km and

l50 km, respectively. The cempressive stress decrease when depth increase along the

Longitudlnal Valley fault, though the stress fie}d pattems do not change. The tensile

stress increase in the Hualian and the northeastern sea region wheR depth increases.

At the depth of 70 km, the value of tens"e stress in the subducÅíion zone are equal to the
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Fig. I 1. Distyibutions of calcu}ated horizontal stress field in the depth of IO km (a), 70

       km (b) and 150km (c).

compressive stress a}ong the LoBgitudinal Valley fattlt. At the depth of l50km, the

values of teBsile stress ita the subduction zene ar'e larg-er than the compresslve stress

a}ong the Longitudinal Val}ey fault.

    In the Hualian and the northeastern sea region off Huaiian, the ca}culated result

shows thaÅí a dowit-dip exÅíension stress field is dominant within the whole slab. Ixx the

shallow part from IOkm to 7ekm, calcu}ated P-axes are perpendieular to and T-axes

are para}lel to the surface (Fig. Il(a) and(b)). At the depth of 150km, the stress

within the slab shows thaÅí "Paxes are in the vertical direction and P-axes lie in the

horizonta! N-S direction (Fig. Il(c)). Because the bending slab turns to the nearly

vertical directioxx in l50 km deep, T-axes are also withill the slab in the deeper part of

slab. The values ofstress within the siab are larger than that ofsurrounding region.

The calculated results probab}y explain why earthquakes, especially the intermediate-

depth earthquakes, tend to occur within the slab.

5. Discussien

    Taiwan region is a young orogenic be}t in geology (Ho, l986). The orogenic
movement continues up to the present under the strong compressive force caused by the

Philippine Sea plate. The coastal and central ranges are upheaval in rates ofabout5

cm/yr and 2cmlyr, respectively (Wang, I987).
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    The calculation in the present study coincides with observations in seismology and

geotectonics, therefore Åíhe proposed forces in the model may represent the seisraogenic

force in the "I'aiwan regioR and its surrounding.

5.1. CemPression Along the Longitudinal Yalley Fault and Tension in the ffualian

     and the Northeastern Sea Region
    The model with tectonic force system shows that the crustal stress field aiong the

Longitudinal Valley fault and the centra} and western region to west of the fault are

controlled by compressive stress from the collision of the plates. In this region,

calculated stress field rÅëveals that a compressive stress field produces thrust faulting

type events and P-axes lie in the WNW-ESE direction, which coincides with observed

focal mechanisms. The compressive force CF in tke model (Fig. 8) is supposed to
come from the relative movements betweelt the Philippine Sea and Eurasian plates in

the Taiwan region (Seno and KuriÅía, l979, Lin et al., 1985, and }Iuchon et al., 1986).

Therefore, both earthquake generating natures, and directions of P-axes and T-axes of

stress field can be considered to be controlled by the movements of the Philippine Sea

plate to the Eurasian plate.

    For a case of the Hualian and the northeastern sea. regioR, the mode} with five

tectonic conditions can explaiR the tensile stress field there in the shallow part wel}.

Among the five tectonic conditions, the negative buoyancy NB (Fig. 8) due to low
crustal density and the upheaval thermal stresses [FS (Fig. 8) on the slab cagsed by the

contact with a hot asthenosphere play an important role. A buoyant force gives a
isotropic horizontal tensile stress and upheaval thermal stress iitcreases the tensile stress

in the sha}low part of the slab in the northeastern sea region offHualiaR. The negative

buoyancy NB and the upheavai thermal stresses TS also can generate a upheaval force

acting on the bottom of bent part of slab obviously.

    The calculated resgits show that the down-dip extension exists along the whole

bending subduction zene to the depth of150km. This is identica} to observations as

mentioned above in the Hualiall and Åíhe northeastern sea region. In the shallow part

over the subduction zone, the tensile stress being paraile} to Åíhe slab i.e. the surface in

the direction of N-S play an important roie for the generating of normal fau}ting type

earthquakes, explaining why the normal faulting events in depth range frorn the surface

to 7ekm occurred concentratelly and Åíhe T-axes lie in the N-S direction. In the
intermediate-depth part ofslab, the horizontal component of compressive stress in the

N-S direction becomes large enough to control the earthquake occurrences. Uiider
this stress, the mechanism solutions ofintermediate-depth earthquakes show the reverse

faulting type ones (around 10ekm). The calculated results coincide with the
observations.

    At the depth of280 km, the P-axes offocal mechanisms tum to parallel to the slab

(Fig. 6(a)) and the T-axes turn to perpendicular to the slab (Fig. 6(b)). A down-dip

compression appears 2n the deep part of the slab beneath the northeastern sea region of

Taiwan. This change of stress within the slab may be attributed to the slab
penetrating and encountering with resistance from stronger material in the deeper part.

The down-deep compression controls the stress field in the deepest part of the slab.
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    In summary, the down-dip extension exists the slab from the surface to about 200

km deep, which resuits from the gravitational force due to density difference between

the slab and its surrouncling, the thermal stresses on the slab caused by the eontact with

a hot asthenosphere and so on. At the depth of about 30ekm, the down-dip
compression, which may be caused by compression resulted from the presence of the

strong material in the deep part.
    It is shown in Ng. 1 l that the large compressive stress exist along the Longitudinal

Vailey fault and decrease when depth increases. In northeasÅíem sea region, the large

sÅíress aloRg slab exist in the deep. It can exp}ain thftt the former is caused by the

collision and the latter is caused by Åíhe subducting movement between the Philippine

Sea plate and the Eurasian plate.

                                            &
                                           "

                                          k

&

             Fig. i2. Volcanoes and volcanic islands in Taiwan region.

    The inversion resu}ts of three-dirnensional P and S waves velocity strucÅíures show

that a high velocity region exists in the northeastern region and the northeastem sea

region in Taiwan (Roecker er al., l987). There are some extinct volcanoes in the
northem region of Taiwan and small islands to north of the Hualian region (Wang,
1987) (Fig. 12). The Hualian region is a famous hot spring region and a high heat ffow

anomalies region in Taiwan too. It shows that there are some features ofsubduction

zones in the northeastern sea region offHua}ian in Taiwan. These evidences coincide

with the seismic observations in tke present study. The subduction movement
between the two plaÅíe infiuences on the seismogenic stress field in the northeastern sea

region off Hqalian.
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5.2. Dist-ribtttion of Horizental and Yertical DisPlacements

    The calculated horizontal and vertical displacements aiong the Longitudinal
Valley fault and the central and western region to west ef the fault coincide with the

results ofobservation on whole (Yu, l990). The strong compression force from the
Philippine Sea plate causes crust Åío move horizontally in the WNW-ESE or nearly E-W

direction with an upheaval displacement component along the Longitudinal Valley
faglt. The Iargest rates of horizental and vertical displacements are about 3.5 cmlyr

and 2-3cmlyr along the fault, respectively. In the western region, the calculated

crustal displacernent perhaps are somewhaÅí larger than observations. This difference

is probably attributed to some difference between the eiastic model adopted in this

study and an incompiete elastic earth medium.
    Conceming the Hualian and the northeastem sea region, because most area is in

the sea, it is dithcult to survey the crustal displacement by the triangulation and leve}ing

survey. The caiculated displacement shows a interesting distribution in and around

the subduction zone. The upheaval displacements are located in the northern region
of the subduction zone, in which the Iargest one appears above the central area of the

slab. The distribution of displacement may related to the subduction movement in
this region.

6. Conclusions

    Disp}acement and stress field simulated from tke three--dimensional finite element

model in the Taiwan region established in this paper are conc}uded as follows.
    (1) There is a compressive stress field in the WNW-ESE direction along the
Longitudinal Valley fault and the central and westem region west of the Longitudinal

Vailey fault. It is attributed to the compressive force in the WNW-ESE directioB
generated by the collision movement between the Philippine Sea piate and the Eurasian

plate. The reverse faulting is dominant in sha}low earthquakes along the fault.

    (2) In the northeastern sea region off Hualian, a northward-dipping Wadati-
Benioff zone exists along 240N, which has the thlckness of about 60km and begins to

deepen from 240N at dip angle of45e to 50e. The leading edge reaches a depth ofabout

30e km at about 25.50N. The presence ofsuch seismic zone implies that subduction of

the Philippine Sea plate under the Eurasian plate extends from south to north in the

northeastern sea region of Taiwan. A down-dip extensional stress exists within the

slab from the surface to about the depth of 2eO km, which results from the gravitational

force due to density difference between the slab and its surrounding, the thermal stresses

on the slab caused by the contact with a hot asthenosphere. In the crust shallower
than 70 km, a tensile stress exists in the N-S direction, which is attributed to the down-

dip extension. The normal faulting shallow earthquake dominates seismic activity
there. At the depth ofabout 300 km, the stress within the slab changes from the down-

dip extension to the down-dip compression. It may come from the presence of the

strong material in the deep part.

    (3) Displacement fields are different between the two regions mentioned in
conclusion (1) and (2). rl"he former is of the horizontal upheaval in the WNW-ESE



direction. It has been controlied by the compressive movement of the Philippine Sea

plate. Complex displacement appears in the latter region. The subsidence exists in
the southern region ofthe slab and the upheaval exists in the noythern region ofthe slab.

    G) The HuaHan region is located at a cross of boundaries, i.e. the collision zone

along the Longitudinal Valley fault and the subduction zone under the northeastem sea

regioxx off }iluallan. Therefore, it is a high seismically zone as well as a complex stress

pattern zone.
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